Abstract. An important feature of a modern mobile device is that it can position itself and support remote position tracking. To be useful, such position tracking has to be energy-efficient to avoid having a major impact on the battery life of the mobile device. Furthermore, tracking has to robustly deliver position updates when faced with changing conditions such as delays and changing positioning conditions. Previous work has established dynamic tracking systems, such as our EnTracked system, as a solution to address these issues. In this paper we propose a responsibility division for position tracking into sensor management strategies and position update protocols and combine the sensor management strategy of EnTracked with position update protocols, which enables the system to further reduce the power consumption with up to 268 mW extending the battery life with up to 36%. As our evaluation identify that classical position update protocols have robustness weaknesses we propose a method to improve their robustness. Furthermore, we analyze the dependency of tracking systems on the pedestrian movement patterns and positioning environment, and how the power savings depend on the power characteristics of different mobile devices.
Introduction
An important feature of a modern mobile device is that it can position itself. Not only for use locally on the device but also for remote applications that require tracking of the device. Examples of such applications are geo-based information applications [2] or proximity and separation detection for social networking applications [9] just to mention a few. To be useful, such position tracking has to be energy-efficient to avoid having a major impact on the power consumption of the mobile device. Optimizing the operation of mobile devices for energy efficiency is an important issue and research is trying to address it from many angles as surveyed in [5] , for instance, by trying to lower the impact of network traffic on power consumption [8] or by optimizing the execution at the operating system level [1] . Furthermore, tracking has to be robust in order to deliver position updates within limits when faced with changing conditions such as delays due to positioning and communication, and changing positioning accuracy.
As a basis for this work we divide the responsibility of remote tracking into sensor management strategies that on the device decides how to use available position sensors to estimate the current position and position update protocols that controls the interaction between the device and remote services. Such a division enables us to analyze the different combinations of sensor management strategies and position update protocols. Position update protocols has previously been studied, e.g., by Leonhardi et al. [11] . We will denote the combination of a sensor strategy and a protocol with Strategy:Protocol.
To quantify the impact of remote position tracking on power consumption, we have emulated the power consumption of a Nokia N95 phone in four different setups using the emulation tools and residential neighborhood dataset presented in Kjaergaard et al. [7] . In the first setup (Periodic:Simple) a periodic sensor management strategy every T period seconds positions the phone using the builtin GPS receiver and then uses a simple protocol that immediately sends the position data using UMTS to a remote service hosted on an internet-connected server 1 . In the second setup (Default:Distance) a default sensor strategy positions the phone continuously by the update rate of the built-in GPS receiver (1Hz) and then uses a protocol that tries to minimize the number of position updates by only sending position data when the phone has moved more than a distance threshold T dist meters from the last reported position. The third setup (Default:Dead) also uses a default strategy to position the phone by the update rate of the built-in GPS receiver and then uses a dead-reckoning protocol that sends an update when the distance between the current position and a server-side predicted position from the last reported heading, speed and position becomes greater than a given threshold T dist meters. The fourth setup (Dynamic(EnT):Simple) uses a dynamic sensor strategy implemented by the EnTracked system [7] that tries to minimize the needed GPS fixes based on an accuracy limit T acc meters and then uses a simple protocol that immediately sends the position data to the remote service.
The average power consumption for each setup with different accuracy threshold parameters are plotted in Figure 1 together with a robustness plot of the percentage of time the distance between the real position and the server known position is greater than the threshold. Comparing Default:Distance, Default:Dead and Dynamic(EnT):Simple we can notice that all three are able to lower the power consumption with between 560mW to 734mW compared to Periodic:Simple for the same accuracy threshold. The EnTracked system both minimize GPS and radio consumption whereas the distance-based and dead-reckoning protocols only save on radio consumption. Therefore we hypothesize that more power can be saved by combining EnTracked with either a distance-based or a deadreckoning reporting protocol. However, a problem with either protocols is that they are less robust than Periodic:Simple and for most accuracy thresholds also
